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Hare Puffer

Venue Coldharbour Lane

On On  The Abinger Hatch
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in tears.... Little White Bus
used to set figure-of-eight trails
which come to much the same
thing, and are just as likely to
go wrong. Hares beware!

Puffer had not ended his
ministries to the pack there. He
re-appeared to direct them to
the solution of a check he must
have known would baffle the
front runners (Popeye,
Atalanta... Silent Knight had
gone AWOL by this time). It
did.

Puffer’s trail began with
a valiant attempt to out-do J.
Arthur in provision of blue
bells, south of the road. But he
laid his flour through the
flowers, so there were many
fewer by the time we emerged
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to cross the road and go north
again.

At the ill-fated second
check , FRB reported Puffer’s
plea to find another solution as
“He asked us to fuck in the
general direction of Off”. This
allowed Captain Webb to evoke
the famous scene from Life of
Brian, “How should we...?” This
same Webb kept popping up
from the side to rejoin the front
runners, though Uncle Gerry
was even more prevalent; it was
only rarely that we got past him.
Madonna has contributed his
pictorial record, with a very
great deal of altitude change
(well, Puffer made us climb
twice to the summit of Surrey’s
highest hill ) but a measly 5.77

LEITH HILL HAS
BLUEBELLS,  PUFFER HAS
AN HOURGLASS FIGURE,

WEBB WATCHES FILMS

Grand Master :
Popeye

(Peter Cave)
07982 278467(m)
01483 285189(h)

Joint Masters:
Spingo

(Angela Steers)
   01737 247579(h)

Terminator
(Gill Jones)

020 8394 2327(h)
Religious Advisor :

Clutching Hand
(Peter Atkins

01932 863093 (h)
07922 111 004(m)
Clutcher’s Mate :

G & T
(Diana George)

01372 373 856(h)
Hash Cash :

Hans der Schwanz
(Jerry Partington)
01483 723 746 (h)

Trail Masters:
Atalanta

(Karen Peek)
 07810 553755(m)

and
Bonn Bugle

(Jo Avey)
07718 903493 (m)
DapperHasherie:

SBJ
(Fran Ridout)

07793 462919(m)
Biermeister:

J Arthur (Thomas)
01483  224491 (h)

Joint-Secs :
FRB

(Peter Hughes)
01932 886747(h)

and
Tequil’ over

(Richard Piercy)
07730 202263 (m)

onsec@surreyh3.org
 www.surreyh3.org                              

Bumble observed - in
dismay, with relief? - that his
name went unmentioned in the
write-up of last week’s disaster
(his word!) Today he stepped
up in celebration of the clash at
this Landslip venue between
two rival Surrey Hashes -
resolved in the pub where the
other group became, and are
still, the Weybridge Hash.

Puffer did not  go round
with the pack, at least not
ostensibly. But he was lurking
near the second check, in fully
justified dread that we would
find the in-trail instead of the
out-trail. We did. A further
example - J.Arthur provided
one only two weeks ago - of an
hourglass trail. It always ends

miles. This in 1.75 hours.
Do  the arithmetic for

youself: 3.3 miles an hour. A
brisk but unremarkable walking
pace. (Not that Madonna does
many of the checks; those who
do run further and faster). The
scenery was attractive, the
weather fair and warm, so  the
GM was justified in his end-of-
run report “Did well, could do
better”.

We toasted two virgins,
one called Bridget, though the
other name escaped me, both
keeping up very well with the
more serious elements of the
pack The short-cutting talent on
display today was startling, and
distracting; Leith Hill was alive
with cyclists, various runners -
some in a club - but above all

SH3 short-cutters......
The stand-in RA at once

awarded the GM a down-down
for not appointing him till the
run was over, and another to
Herr Flick, who decided up was
up, and refused to leave the
heights when the trail went
downhill, proudly circling the
highest ground. Hans der
Schwanz was asked to stand in
for the short cutters, and J.
Arthur  for vanishing into the
Plough when the trail reached
Coldharbour. So did Tequil’
Over, but he took over the
Circle anyway, to tell us about
the origins of Weybridge, vide
supra. It was felt that Silent
Knight could not be heard,
which is a touch unfair; he is
usually so far ahead that none

of us can hope to hear him.
This week we did not

run out of beer, but this was
partly because without J.
Arthur’s car-keys - until Olive
Oyl delivered them - hashers
were quenching their thirst on
water, a new-fangled departure
from tradition difficult to
approve.

Well, the Plough is the
nearest pub,but who can park
there? So the Abinger Hatch
was preferred, in good time for
the fans to follow England’s
comprehensive defeat of
Australia.

Anagrams of hashers:
A SHY BRUIN (hardly a
surprise after FO debagged him
at a Circle) and POSING.....
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Great Bookham
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line 2010
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A24 South to Dorking. At Cock R/B straight on to
next R/B. Turn left into Spook Hill and after .25 of a
mile turn left into Inholms Lane. Go past St. Johns
Church on right and follow for .5 of a mile to
National Trust Car Park on right(on hard left bend).
Park tightly, or if full on unmade road at back.

1833
34

30-May Simple Leith Hill

1834 06-June Dormouse,
Flop Flop

White Down

1835 13-June

1836 20-June Bonn B, HdS

1837 27-June T-Total Kingsfold

1838 04-July FRB Pirbright

1839 11-July

1840 18-July SBJ, Blue Suit Family Picnic

Run 1832

Date 23-May-2010

Hare Uncle Gerry

Venue North Holmwood

On-On Royal Oak

Atlas 106 A4 Old,139 J1 New

Postcode RH5 4JH; OS 170469

 Scribe Spingo

But at my back I alwaies hear
Times winged Charriot hurrying near:
And yonder all before us lye
Desarts of vast eternity.
Thy Beauty shall no more be found,
Nor, in thy marble Vault, shall sound
My ecchoing song: then worms shall try
That long preserv’d Virginity:
And your quaint Honour turn to dust;
And into ashes all my Lust.
The  Grave’s a fine and private place,
But none I think do there embrace.
(From Andrew Marvell: To his Coy Mistress)

I regret to say that “quaint” conceals a second meaning.....
(Look up “queynte”!) We are told that “fine” has as a
secondary sense“final”, and “private” suggests also “privation”.

Thursday 27th May KVC Big Band evening

12th-13th June. Summer Ball, Staines.

Names SOON to:   bobwood157@hotmail.com

17 July — SH3 Day-out to Mersea Island. SX 2 XS!

 Teq and (Essex lad) ET are organising a day out with: Hash,
Brewery, Vineyard and Oyster beds - Coach from Bookham about
9 am, back before closing time. Brewery, vineyard .Price TBD.
Email: mersea@surreyh3.org if interested.

20-22 August North Wales Adventure.

15th - 18th October- Vineyard Hash

Camping Redondo with Icepyck and Elle T-Shirt. £140. Recom-
mended: flight by Easyjet from Gatwick 1635 back Monday
roughly 1930.  Names and cheques only to Bonn Bugle at the
hash or 31 Heathside Road, Woking, Surrey.  GU22 7EY.  Cheques
to be made out to Surrey Hash House Harriers.

27th-29th August: East Grinstead 1000th Run Event.

29th October: Barn Dance Ashtead


